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Summary:
If you ever compete in match play events, you need to know how to approach them in order to ge

Match play pits one golfer (or one team) against another. Unlike in stroke play, in which tota
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If you ever compete in match play events, you need to know how to approach them in order to ge

Match play pits one golfer (or one team) against another. Unlike in stroke play, in which tota

This head-to-head confrontation, as golf instruction manuals tell you, radically changes how y

Most golf instruction will tell you that match play is a balancing act. You´re always weighing

On the tee it´s more important than ever to hit the fairway with your drive. If you´re first o
On the fairway you need to be aware of where your opponent is and what his or her score is on
On the green, how aggressive you are on any putt depends on where your opponent is, where you

If your opponent is laying 3 and is five inches from the whole, chances are he or she is going

On the other hand, if your opponent is laying 3 and is twenty feet from the hole, you might as

Conceding putts is an issue in match play. You don´t have to concede a putt, even if your oppo

It´s also good to know if your opponent is a good or bad putter. If he´s a poor putter, you mi

And then there are going to be times when you need a ˆhero shot˜ to win the hole or the match.

The key in match play is knowing when to be aggressive and when to be conservative. Match play
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